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Abstract
We exhibit a family of graphs that develop turning singularities (i.e. their Lipschitz
seminorm blows up and they cease to be a graph, passing from the stable to the unstable
regime) for the inhomogeneous, two-phase Muskat problem where the permeability is given
by a nonnegative step function. We study the influence of different choices of the permeabil-
ity and different boundary conditions (both at infinity and considering finite/infinite depth)
in the development or prevention of singularities for short time. In the general case (in-
homogeneous, confined) we prove a bifurcation diagram concerning the appearance or not
of singularities when the depth of the medium and the permeabilities change. The proofs
are carried out using a combination of classical analysis techniques and computer-assisted
verification.
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1 Introduction
In this paper we study the evolution of the interface between two different incompressible fluids
with the same viscosity in a two-dimensional porous medium. This problem is worthwhile
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studying since it is a model of an aquifer or an oil well (see [26] and the references therein) or a
model of a geothermal reservoir (see [11] and the references therein). We address the differences
between the dynamics of the singularity of turning waves when the assumptions of the model
change. In this context, we will refer to a turning singularity whenever we speak about curves
such that initially have a point with vertical tangent, backwards in time can be parametrized as
graphs and forward in time they can not, as seen in Figure 1.
t = δ
t = −δ
t = 0
Figure 1: Turning singularity: graph, vertical tangent and turning of the interface.
We notice that, according to our definition, a point with vertical tangent, by itself, is not a
turning singularity, since the curve can recoil and move into the stable regime where it can be
parametrized as a graph. In order to be considered as a singularity, the curve necessarily has
to turn over. Parametrized as a curve, the interface remains analytic while parametrized as a
graph has a singularity. In other words, the parametrization blows up. In this framework, the
singularity is equivalent to the fact that ∂αz1 < 0 at some point for short time.
We consider two incompressible fluids with the same viscosity but different densities, ρ1 and
ρ2, evolving in a two dimensional porous medium with permeability κ(x). The velocity field
obeys Darcy’s law:
µ
v
κ
= −∇p− g(0, ρ)t, (1)
where µ is the viscosity and g is the acceleration due to gravity, and the incompressibility
condition
∇ · v = 0. (2)
We take µ = g = 1. The fluids also satisfy the conservation of mass equation
∂tρ+ v · ∇ρ = 0. (3)
Given l > 0, the spatial domains considered are Ω = R× (−l, l),R2 and T×R. We denote by S1
the volume occupied by the fluid with density ρ1 and by S2 the volume occupied by the fluid
with density ρ2. The interface between both fluids is the curve z(α, t). Given 0 < h2 < l, we
consider that the permeability is
κ(x) = κ11{(x,y)∈Ω,y>−h2} + κ
21{(x,y)∈Ω,y≤−h2}, (4)
i.e. the curve h(α) = (α,−h2) separates the regions with different permeabilities. We assume
that the initial curve z(α, 0) does not touch the curve h(α). Moreover we consider that z(α, 0)
is in the region with permeability equal to κ1. See Figure 2 for an illustration of the previous
domains.
2
ll
Figure 2: Situation of the different fluids and permeabilities.
We define the Rayleigh-Taylor condition
RT (α, t) = −(∇p2(z(α, t)) −∇p1(z(α, t))) · ∂⊥α z(α, t).
Fix t > 0. If RT (α, t) > 0, ∀α ∈ R we will say that the curve is in the Rayleigh-Taylor stable
regime and if RT (α, t) < 0 for some α, we will say that the curve is in the Rayleigh-Taylor
unstable regime. We note that when the interface is a graph and is parametrized as (α, f(α)),
this function reduces to
RT = g(ρ2 − ρ1),
and the curve is in the RT stable regime whenever ρ1 < ρ2.
The Muskat problem where the permeability is constant and the depth is infinite has been
studied in many works. A proof of local existence of classical solutions in the Rayleigh-Taylor
stable regime and ill-posedness in the unstable regime can be encountered in [14]. A maximum
principle for ‖f(t)‖L∞ can be found in [15]. Moreover, the authors showed in [15] that if
‖∂xf0‖L∞ < 1, then ‖∂xf(t)‖L∞ < ‖∂xf0‖L∞ . In [9], the authors determined that the initial
curve becomes analytic for every positive time and they also proved the existence of turning
singularities. For other results see [1, 5, 10, 12, 16, 18, 22, 28].
The case with finite depth (equivalently, when the permeability is supported in the strip
R × (−l, l)) has been addressed in [17]. In this work the authors found the existence and
uniqueness of solutions in the RT stable regime, a smoothing effect, ill-posedness in the RT
unstable regime, a maximum principle and a decay estimate for ‖f(t)‖L∞ which is slower than
in the case where the depth is infinity. The authors also proved that if the initial datum has
small amplitude and slope (in a very precise sense depending on the depth), ‖∂xf(t)‖L∞ verifies
a uniform bound and under more restrictive conditions for the initial amplitude and slope, the
derivative obeys a maximum principle. We remark that the condition is not only on the size of
the slope. Moreover, in this region there are global weak solutions (see [19]).
The Muskat problem where the permeability is given by (4) has been treated in [2]. For
this model the authors proved well-posedness and the existence of turning singularities when
the physical parameters are in a precise range. One of our main contributions is to extend the
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range of physical parameters where the waves turn by means of a computer-assisted proof. In
[2] there is numerical evidence that supports the aforementioned results.
In the present paper we compare different models. First, we show the existence of waves such
that when the depth is l = π/2 the wave turns and if l =∞ then the slope of the wave decreases
for a short enough time. In [17] there is numerical evidence of this result. The same result is
true when the Muskat equation is replaced with the water waves equations (or free boundary
incompressible Euler equations, see [6, 7, 8] and the references therein), which are given by

∂tz(α, t) = BR(̟, z)z(α, t) + c(α, t)∂αz(α, t)
∂t̟(α, t) = −2∂tBR(̟, z)z(α, t) · ∂αz(α, t) − ∂α
( |̟|2
4|∂αz|
)
+ ∂α (c̟)
+2c(α, t)∂αBR(̟, z)z(α, t) · ∂αz(α, t) − 2g∂αz2(α, t),
(5)
where z is the interface, ̟ is the amplitude of the vorticity, c accounts for the reparametrization
freedom of the curve and BR denotes the Birkhoff-Rott kernel (see (7) in Section 2 below).
Notice that this kernel depends on the domain.
Second, we study a model where the permeability is given by a nonnegative step function.
In this case, we are interested in the effect of this inhomogeneity in the interface. For this model
we obtain that with different permeabilities there is no global in time solution in the Rayleigh-
Taylor stable regime corresponding to an arbitrary, large (in C1) initial data which is a graph.
Moreover, if the permeabilities verify some conditions we get that they can help or prevent the
formation of turning singularities for some families of initial data. These results are true for
both the periodic and the flat at infinity cases.
Finally, we consider the most general model where, in addition to the change of perme-
abilities, the medium is bounded by impervious walls. For this case, we define a family of
curves depending on the height h2 where the permeability jump is located in a way that the
curves are located above h2. For this family, we perform rigorous computations of a bifurca-
tion diagram in which the parameters are h2 and the permeability values and the outcomes
are {turning, not turning, unknown}. We obtain that the family exhibits different behaviours
depending on h2: for some of them the outcome is independent of the permeability values and
for some it is not. Moreover, we see that the property of turning/not turning is persistent, i.e.
small variation of the parameters give rise to the same outcome and we prove the existence of a
smooth curve in parameter space that delimits turning from not turning.
The role of the permeability is rather subtle. Assuming that the initial data can be parametrized
as a graph, in [2, Section 4], the numerics show that if κ1 − κ2 < 0 the evolution for ‖f(t)‖L∞
is smoother than in the case with only one permeability (κ1 − κ2 = 0) in the sense that the
decay of this quantity is faster. In the same way, if κ1 − κ2 > 0 the decay of the L∞ norm is
slower than in the homogeneous case. However, when the evolution of ‖∂xf(t)‖L∞ is addressed,
the same numerics show that the situation is reversed. For the Lipschitz seminorm, the decay
is faster in the case κ1 − κ2 > 0 than in the homogeneous case.
The use of computers to perform floating-point arithmetic can lead to numerical errors. To
overcome this difficulty and prove rigorous results, we use the so-called interval arithmetics, in
which instead of working with arbitrary real numbers, we perform computations over intervals
which have representable numbers as endpoints. On these objects, an arithmetic is defined in
such a way that we are guaranteed that for every x ∈ X, y ∈ Y
x ⋆ y ∈ X ⋆ Y,
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for any operation ⋆. For example,
[x, x] + [y, y] = [x+ y, x+ y]
[x, x]× [y, y] = [min{xy, xy, xy, xy},max{xy, xy, xy, xy}]
max{[x, x], [y, y]} = [max{x, y},max{x, y}]. (6)
We can also define the interval version of a function f(X) as an interval I such that for every
x ∈ X, f(x) ∈ I. Rigorous computation of integrals has been theoretically developed since the
seminal work of Moore and many others [3, 23, 24, 25], and has had applications in physics [21].
An important ingredient of our proofs will be the rigorous computation of some integrals. Having
a tight enclosure of the result is crucial for the sake of determining if an initial condition will
develop a turning singularity or not for short time. In order to perform the rigorous computations
we used the C-XSC library [20].
The organization of this paper is as follows: the contour equations are obtained in Section 2,
a precise statement of the theorems is given in Section 3, their proofs can be found in Section 4
and the codes in the supplementary material. The codes are intended to be read in order. Some
of the strategies of the Theorems are built upon the ones used for the previous ones. Moreover,
we have sacrificed performance for readability in the first 3 Theorems where the computation was
less intensive than in the last one. In any case, we have tried to achieve the optimal asymptotic
complexity but without optimizing in a very deep low level.
Notation: we denote (a, b)⊥ = (−b, a) and define
K = κ
1 − κ2
κ1 + κ2
and ρ¯ =
κ1(ρ2 − ρ1)
4π
.
We notice that K is an dimensionless number and satisfies −1 < K < 1. From now on, we also
drop the dependence in t.
For readability purposes, instead of writing the intervals as for example [123456, 123789] we
will refer to them as 123456789.
2 The contour equation
In this section we obtain the contour equation. Now we consider the bounded porous medium
R× (−l, l). This regime is equivalent to the case with more than two κi because the boundaries
can be understood as regions with κ = 0. Given a scalar function a and curves f = (f1, f2), g =
(g1, g2), we denote the Birkhoff-Rott integral by
BR(a, g)f(α) = P.V.
∫
R
a(β)BS(f(α), g(β))dβ, (7)
where BS denotes the Biot-Savart law in R× (−l, l), which is given by the kernel (see [17])
BS(x, y, µ, ν) =
1
8l
(
− sin ( π2l (y − ν))
cosh
(
π
2l (x− µ)
)− cos ( π2l (y − ν)) +
sin
(
π
2l (y + ν)
)
cosh
(
π
2l (x− µ)
)
+ cos
(
π
2l (y + ν)
) ,
sinh
(
π
2l (x− µ)
)
cosh
(
π
2l (x− µ)
)− cos ( π2l (y − ν)) −
sinh
(
π
2l (x− µ)
)
cosh
(
π
2l (x− µ)
)
+ cos
(
π
2l (y + ν)
)
)
. (8)
To simplify notation we take the depth to be l = π/2. Notice that if z(α) is a solution of
the Muskat problem (1)-(3) with depth l = π/2, then zλ(α, t) = λz(λα, t/λ) is the interface
corresponding to a solution of the Muskat problem with depth equal to l = πλ/2.
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Due to (1),(2), (3) and (4) the vorticity concentrates on the two interfaces as long as a weak
solution exists for the full system considered. Thus, we can write it as
ω(α, t) = ̟1(α, t)δ((x, y) − z(α, t)) +̟2(α, t)δ((x, y) − h(α)), (9)
where ̟1 and ̟2 stand for the different vorticity amplitudes. Computing the limits of the
velocity towards the two interfaces we see that
v±(z(α)) = lim
ǫ→0
v(z(α)±ǫ∂⊥α z(α)) = BR(̟1, z)z(α)+BR(̟2, h)z(α)∓
1
2
̟1(α)
|∂αz(α)|2 ∂αz(α), (10)
and
v±(h(α)) = lim
ǫ→0
v(h(α) ± ǫ∂⊥α h(α)) = BR(̟1, z)h(α) +BR(̟2, h)h(α) ∓
1
2
̟2(α)
|∂αh(α)|2 ∂αh(α).
(11)
We observe that v+(z(α)) is the limit inside S1 (the upper subdomain) and v−(z(α)) is the limit
inside S2 (the lower subdomain). The curve z(α) does not touch the curve h(α), therefore the
limits for the curve h are in the same subdomain S2.
Using Darcy’s Law, we have
(v−(z(α)) − v+(z(α))) · ∂αz(α) = κ1
(−∂α(p−(z(α)) − p+(z(α)))) − κ1(ρ2 − ρ1)∂αz1(α)
= 0− κ1(ρ2 − ρ1)∂αz2(α),
since the pressure is continuous along the interface (see [13, Section 2]). Using (10) we conclude
̟1(α) = −κ1(ρ2 − ρ1)∂αz2(α). (12)
We need to determine ̟2. We consider[v
κ
]
≡
(
v−(h(α))
κ2
− v
+(h(α))
κ1
)
· ∂αh(α)
= −∂α(p−(h(α)) − p+(h(α)))
= 0,
where the first equality is obtained by Darcy’s Law. Expression (11) leads us to
[v
κ
]
=
(
1
κ2
− 1
κ1
)
(BR(̟1, z)h(α) +BR(̟2, h)h(α)) · ∂αh(α) +
(
1
2κ2
+
1
2κ1
)
̟2.
We have a Fredholm integral equation of the second kind:
̟2(α) +
K
2π
P.V.
∫
R
̟2(β) sin(2h2)
cosh(α− β) + cos(2h2)dβ = −2KBR(̟1, z)h(α) · (1, 0). (13)
We define the Fourier transform as
F(f)(ζ) = 1√
2π
∫
R
e−ixζf(x)dx,
and using some of its basic properties, we obtain
F(̟2)(ζ)
(
1 +
K√
2π
F
(
sin(2h2)
cosh(x) + cos(2h2)
)
(ζ)
)
= −2KF(BR(̟1, z)h · (1, 0))(ζ).
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In [2] the equation for ̟2 is solved for every |K| < δ(h2) with
δ(h2) = min

1,
√
2π
max
ζ
∣∣∣∣F
(
sin(2h2)
cosh(x) + cos(2h2)
)
(ζ)
∣∣∣∣

 . (14)
We have the following result concerning the range of correct parameters:
Lemma 1. Let 0 < h2 < π/2 be a constant, then δ(h2) = 1. Thus, there exists a solution to
(13) for every −1 < K < 1.
Proof. We prove the result by computing explicitly
J = F
(
sin(2h2)
cosh(x) + cos(2h2)
)
(ζ) =
1√
2π
∫
R
e−ixζ
sin(2h2)
cosh(x) + cos(2h2)
dx.
Take ζ ∈ R, ζ < 0. We consider the complex extension
Ij =
∫
∂Γj
e−izζ
sin(2h2)
cosh(z) + cos(2h2)
dz,
where Γj = (−π− 2jπ, π + 2jπ)× (0, 2jπ) ∈ C, j ∈ N. The poles of the function (see Figure 3)
are
γ−k = (π − 2h2 + 2kπ)i and γ+k = (π + 2h2 + 2kπ)i, k ∈ Z.
Given that
cosh(z) + cos(2h2) = 2 cosh ((z + 2h2i)/2) cosh ((z − 2h2i)/2) ,
γ±k are simple poles. We split the contour integral in
Ij = Ij1 + I
j
2 + I
j
3 + I
j
4 ,
with
Ij1 =
∫ π+2jπ
−(π+2jπ)
e−ixζ sin(2h2)
cosh(x) + cos(2h2)
dx,
Ij2 =
∫ −(π+2jπ)
π+2jπ
e−i(x+2πji)ζ sin(2h2)
cosh(x+ 2πji) + cos(2h2)
dx,
Ij3 =
∫ 2jπ
0
e−i(π+2jπ+iy)ζ sin(2h2)
cosh(π + 2jπ + iy) + cos(2h2)
dy,
Ij4 =
∫ 0
2jπ
e−i(−π−2jπ+iy)ζ sin(2h2)
cosh(−π − 2jπ + iy) + cos(2h2)dy.
Using classical trigonometric identities, we get
|Ij2 | ≤
∫ ∞
−∞
e2jπζ sin(2h2)
cosh(x) + cos(2h2)
dx ≤ ch2e2jπζ ,
which tends to zero when j tends to infinity since ζ < 0. We can bound the third integral as
|Ij3 | ≤
∫ 2jπ
0
eyζ
| cosh(π + 2jπ) cos(y) + sinh(π + 2jπ) sin(y) + cos(2h2)|dy
≤
∫ ∞
0
eyζ
(cosh(π + 2jπ)− 1)2 + cos(2h2)− 2dy.
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Figure 3: Situation of the poles: γ+i in black, γ
−
i in grey.
The same remains valid for Ij4 . Then, taking the limit j →∞:
J = lim
j→∞
1√
2π
Ij =
1√
2π
∫ ∞
−∞
e−ixζ sin(2h2)
cosh(x) + cos(2h2)
dx.
By the Residue Theorem, this implies
Ij = 2πi
j∑
k=0
Res
(
e−izζ sin(2h2)
cosh(z) + cos(2h2)
, γ±k
)
J = lim
j→∞
1√
2π
Ij = 2πi
∑
k≥0
1√
2π
ieπζ(e2πζ)k2 sinh(2h2ζ) =
√
2π
sinh(2h2ζ)
sinh(πζ)
.
The result can be easily extended to every ζ > 0 by the evenness of sin(2h2)cosh(x)+cos(2h2) and to ζ = 0
by the the continuity of the Fourier transform. Finally we obtain
δ(h2) = min
{
1,
π
2h2
}
,
and we conclude that δ(h2) = 1 for every 0 < h2 < π/2. Moreover, this extends the result in [2,
Remark 2], where numerical evidence of its validity was found.
Thus, for every |K| < 1, we can write the expression of ̟2 as
̟2(α) =− 2KBR(̟1, z)h(α) · (1, 0) + 2K
2
2π
BR(̟1, z)h(α) · (1, 0) ∗Gh2,K
=2Kρ¯
[
P.V.
∫
R
∂αz2(β)
sin(h2 + z2(β))
cosh(α− z1(β)) − cos(h2 + z2(β))dβ
− P.V.
∫
R
∂αz2(β)
sin(−h2 + z2(β))
cosh(α− z1(β)) + cos(−h2 + z2(β))dβ
− K
2π
Gh2,K ∗ P.V.
∫
R
∂αz2(β) sin(h2 + z2(β))
cosh(α− z1(β)) − cos(h2 + z2(β))dβ
+
K
2π
Gh2,K ∗ P.V.
∫
R
∂αz2(β) sin(−h2 + z2(β))
cosh(α− z1(β)) + cos(−h2 + z2(β))dβ
]
, (15)
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where
Gh2,K(ξ) = F−1

 F
(
sin(2h2)
cosh(x)+cos(2h2)
)
1 + K√
2π
F
(
sin(2h2)
cosh(x)+cos(2h2)
)

 = ∫
R
cos(yξ) sinh(2h2y)
sinh(πy) +K sinh(2h2y)dy.
We observe that Gh2,K is a function in the Schwartz class. Using∫
R
∂β log (cosh(α− z1(β)) ± cos(y ± z2(β))) dβ = 0,
and adding the correct tangential term (see [2, 13, 17]), we obtain
∂tz(α) =ρ¯P.V.
∫
R
(∂αz(α) − ∂αz(β)) sinh(z1(α) − z1(β))
cosh(z1(α) − z1(β))− cos(z2(α)− z2(β))dβ
+ ρ¯P.V.
∫
R
(∂αz1(α) − ∂αz1(β), ∂αz2(α) + ∂αz2(β)) sinh(z1(α)− z1(β))
cosh(z1(α)− z1(β)) + cos(z2(α) + z2(β)) dβ
+
1
4π
P.V.
∫
R
̟2(β)BS(z1(α), z2(α), β,−h2)dβ
+
∂αz(α)
4π
P.V.
∫
R
̟2(β)
sin(z2(α) + h2)
cosh(z1(α) − β)− cos(z2(α) + h2)dβ
+
∂αz(α)
4π
P.V.
∫
R
̟2(β)
sin(z2(α)− h2)
cosh(z1(α) − β) + cos(z2(α) − h2)dβ. (16)
In the case where the fluids fill the whole plane, we can take the limit l→∞ in (8) and write
∂tz(α) = 2ρ¯P.V.
∫
R
z1(α)− z1(β)
|z(α) − z(β)|2 (∂αz(α) − ∂αz(β))dβ
+
1
2π
P.V.
∫
R
̟2(β)
(z(α) − h(β))⊥
|z(α) − h(β)|2 dβ
+ ∂αz(α)
1
2π
P.V.
∫
R
̟2(β)
z2(α) + h2
|z(α) − h(β)|2 dβ, (17)
with
̟2(α) = 4Kρ¯P.V.
∫
R
∂αz2(β)
h2 + z2(β)
|h(α) − z(β)|2 dβ, (18)
and, if the initial curve is periodic in the horizontal variable, using complex variables notation
for the curve z = (z1, z2) = z1 + iz2 and the identity
1
z
+
∑
k≥1
2z
z2 − (2kπ)2 =
1
2 tan(z/2)
, ∀z ∈ C,
we get
∂tz(α) = ρ¯P.V.
∫
T
sin(z1(α)− z1(β))(∂αz(α) − ∂αz(β))dβ
cosh(z2(α)− z2(β))− cos(z1(α)− z1(β))
+
∂αz1(α) − 1
4π
P.V.
∫
T
sinh(z2(α) + h2)̟2(β)dβ
cosh(z2(α) + h2)− cos(z1(α)− β)
+
i
4π
P.V.
∫
T
(∂αz2(α) sinh(z2(α) + h2) + sin(z1(α) − h1(β)))̟2(β)dβ
cosh(z2(α) + h2)− cos(z1(α) − β) , (19)
where the second vorticity amplitude can be written as
̟2(α) = 2ρ¯KP.V.
∫
T
sinh(h2 + z2(β))∂αz2(β)dβ
cosh(−h2 − z2(β)) − cos(α− z1(β)) . (20)
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3 Statement of the results
In this section we will state the theorems that will be proved in the next one. We show that
the fact of having a confined medium plays a role in the mechanism for achieving turning sin-
gularities. Moreover, we also show that there are cases for which the jump in the permeabilities
can lead to either prevent or promote these singularities, and cases in which the heterogeneity
of the medium has no impact on whether the wave turns or not.
Notice that the confined (and homogeneous) Muskat problem corresponds to ̟2 = 0 in (16),
while the unconfined (and homogeneous) satisfies ̟2 = 0 in (17). For these cases we have the
next theorem:
Theorem 1. There exists a family of analytic curves z(α) = (z1(α), z2(α)), flat at infinity, for
which there exists a finite time T such that the solution to the confined Muskat problem develops
a turning singularity before t = T and the non confined does not.
This theorem also implies the following result:
Corollary 1. There exists a family of analytic curves z(α) = (z1(α), z2(α)), flat at infinity, for
which there exists a finite time T such that the solution to the confined water waves problem
develops a turning singularity before t = T and the non confined does not.
Remark 1 The shallowness parameter (see [4]) is defined as
µ ≡
(
typical depth
typical wavelength
)2
.
Waves with µ ≪ 1 are in the shallow water regime. In this example we have µ = 116 , thus the
shallow water regime is reached.
Definition 1. We will say that an analytic initial condition z(α) = (z1(α), z2(α)) turns un-
conditionally if there exists a finite time T > 0 for which the solution to the Muskat problem
with initial condition equal to z(α) develops a turning singularity before time T independently
of the permeability parameter K. Analogously, we will say that it recoils unconditionally if
there exists a finite time T > 0 for which the solution to the Muskat problem with initial con-
dition equal to z(α) does not develop a turning singularity before time T independently of the
permeability parameter K. If the curve z(α, t) = (z1(α), z2(α)) does not satisfy any of the two
conditions mentioned before, we will say that the initial condition turns conditionally.
Remark 2 These behaviours are local in time, thus, they refer to times 0 ≤ t ≤ T . In other
words, for some initial data that turns unconditionally, there may exist some T2 > T such that
for t > T2 the interface can be parametrized as a graph. The converse is also true: there may
exist initial data such that they become smooth graphs for 0 < t < T and T2 > T such that
lim sup
t→T2
‖∂xf(t)‖L∞ =∞.
Definition 2. We will say that for a given analytic initial condition z(α) = (z1(α), z2(α)),
the permeabilities help the formation of singularities if the curve turns conditionally and for
K = 0 there exists a time T > 0 such that it does not develop a turning singularity before time
T . Analogously, we will say that they prevent the formation of singularities if the curve turns
conditionally and for K = 0 there exists a time T > 0 such that it develops a turning singularity
before time T .
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For the unconfined, inhomogeneous Muskat problem we have
Theorem 2. There exist 3 different families of analytic curves z(α) = (z1(α), z2(α)), periodic
in the horizontal variable such that the corresponding solution to the unconfined, inhomogeneous
Muskat (19):
(a) They turn unconditionally.
(b) The permeabilities help the formation of singularities.
(c) The permeabilities prevent the formation of singularities.
Theorem 3. There exist 3 different families of analytic curves z(α) = (z1(α), z2(α)), flat at
infinity such that the corresponding solution to the unconfined, inhomogeneous Muskat (17):
(a) They turn unconditionally.
(b) The permeabilities help the formation of singularities.
(c) The permeabilities prevent the formation of singularities.
Moreover, for both Theorems, in cases (b) and (c), there exists a unique parameter K∗ such
that for all K < K∗ the curve exhibits one behaviour and for all K > K∗ it exhibits the other.
Remark 3 We should remark that Theorems 2 and 3 are more general than the ones in
[2, Theorems 3 and 4] since we are suppressing any smallness assumption in |K| or largeness in
h2.
Finally, regarding the confined, inhomogeneous problem, we prove:
Theorem 4. There exists a family of analytic initial data z(α, h2) = (z1(α, h2), z2(α, h2)),
depending on the height at which the permeability jump is located, such that the corresponding
solution to the confined, inhomogeneous Muskat (16):
(a) 1. For all 0.25 < h2 < h
ntu
2 = 0.648, the curve recoils unconditionally.
2. For all 0.676 < h2 < 0.686, the permeabilities help the formation of singularities.
3. For all 0.715 < h2 < 0.738, the permeabilities prevent the formation of singularities.
4. For all 0.77 = htu2 < h2 < 1.25, the curve turns unconditionally.
(b) There exists a C1 curve (h2,K(h2)), located in [0.648, 0.77]× (−1, 1), such that for every h2
for which the curve is defined, for every K < K(h2) the curve does not turn and for every
K > K(h2) the curve turns.
4 Proof of the Theorems
The idea of these proofs is to transform the problem on the turning or not into finding a sign
of a given quantity (∂αv1(0, 0)). This sign will be validated using interval arithmetics. First,
we consider curves such that ∂αz1(0, 0) = 0 and define m(t) = min
α
∂αz1(α, t). We will assume
that m(0) = ∂αz1(0, 0) = 0 holds, and this minimum is only attained at α = 0. Now, if
∂αv1(0, 0) = ∂α∂tz1(0, 0) > 0 then we get
d
dt
m(t) > 0 for t > 0 small enough. This implies
m(δ) > 0 for a small enough δ > 0 and the curve can be parametrized as a graph. Indeed, we
compute
m(δ) = m(0) +
∫ δ
0
d
dt
m(s)ds =
∫ δ
0
∂t∂αz1(αs, s)ds > 0,
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where αs is a point where the minimum is attained. If ∂αv1(0, 0) = ∂α∂tz1(0, 0) < 0, then
m(t) < 0 if t is small enough and the curve can not be parametrized as a graph. After this
goal is achieved, we approximate our initial data with analytic curves with the same properties
(for instance by convolving it with the heat kernel). All these analytic curves that approximate
our explicit constructed example satisfy the same symmetry hypotheses (see below). For these
approximating curves, we apply the local existence forward and backward in time theorems
proved in [2, 9, 17].
4.1 The homogeneous case
In this section we prove that the boundaries make the Muskat problem more singular from the
point of view of singularity formation. Equivalently, the boundaries decrease the diffusion rate
(see [17]).
Proof of Theorem 1. We take l = π/2, ρ¯ = 1.We consider curves z(α) = (z1(α), z2(α)) such
that:
1. zi are analytic, odd functions.
2. ∂αz1(α) > 0,∀α 6= 0, ∂αz1(0) = 0, and ∂αz2(0) > 0.
We want to show that ∂αv1(0, 0) = ∂α∂tz1(0, 0) < 0. The equation for this regime is
∂tz(α) = P.V.
∫
R
(∂αz(α)− ∂αz(α− β)) sinh(z1(α)− z1(α− β))
cosh(z1(α) − z1(α− β)) − cos(z2(α) − z2(α− β))dβ
+ P.V.
∫
R
(∂αz1(α) − ∂αz1(α− β), ∂αz2(α) + ∂αz2(α− β)) sinh(z1(α)− z1(α− β))
cosh(z1(α)− z1(α− β)) + cos(z2(α) + z2(α− β)) dβ.
Taking one derivative we get
∂α∂tz1(α) = I1(α) + I2(α) + I3(α),
where
I1(0) = P.V.
∫
R
( −∂2αz1(−β) sinh(−z1(−β))
cosh(−z1(−β))− cos(−z2(−β)) +
−∂2αz1(−β) sinh(−z1(−β))
cosh(−z1(−β)) + cos(z2(−β))
)
dβ,
I2(0) = P.V.
∫
R
(
cosh(−z1(−β)) (−∂αz1(−β))2
cosh(−z1(−β))− cos(−z2(−β)) +
(−∂αz1(−β))2 cosh(−z1(−β))
cosh(−z1(−β)) + cos(z2(−β))
)
dβ,
and
I3(0) = −P.V.
∫
R
[sinh(−z1(−β)) (−∂αz1(−β))]2
(cosh(−z1(−β)) − cos(−z2(−β)))2
dβ
− P.V.
∫
R
(−∂αz(−β)) sinh(−z1(−β)) [sin(−z2(−β)) (−∂αz2(−β))]
(cosh(−z1(−β))− cos(−z2(−β)))2
dβ
+ P.V.
∫
R
[−∂αz1(−β) sinh(−z1(−β))]2
(cosh(−z1(−β)) + cos(z2(−β)))2
dβ
+P.V.
∫
R
−∂αz1(−β) sinh(−z1(−β)) [− sin(z2(−β))∂αz2(−β)]
(cosh(−z1(−β)) + cos(z2(−β)))2
dβ.
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Then, after some integration by parts and using the properties of zi, we get the following
expression for the derivative of the velocity in the confined case:
IAneg ≡
∂αv1(0)
2
= ∂αz2(0)
∫ ∞
0
∂αz1(η) sinh(z1(η)) sin(z2(η))
(
1
(cosh(z1(η))− cos(z2(η)))2
+
1
(cosh(z1(η)) + cos(z2(η)))2
)
dη.
With the same approach, for the unconfined case the expression is
IApos ≡
∂αv1(0)
8
= ∂αz2(0)
∫ ∞
0
∂αz1(η)z1(η)z2(η)
(z1(η))2 + (z2(η))2)2
dη.
Thus, we are left to validate the following signs:
IAneg < 0, I
A
pos > 0. (21)
−3 −2 −1 0 1 2 3−0.55
−0.275
0
0.275
0.55
z1(α)
z 2
(α
)
 
 
−1e−5 −5e−6 0 5e−6 1e−5
−0.04
−0.02
0
0.02
0.04
 
 
Figure 4: The curve in Theorem 1. Inset: Close caption around zero, solid: initial condition,
dotted: normal component of the velocity for the infinitely deep case, squared: normal compo-
nent of the velocity for the finitely deep case. The normal components have been scaled by a
factor 1/100.
We rigorously validate them for the following data (see Figure 4):
z1(α) = α− sin(α)e−Kα2 , K = 10−4
z2(α) =


sin(3α)
3
if 0 ≤ α ≤ π
3
−α+ π
3
if
π
3
≤ α ≤ π
2
α− 2π
3
if
π
2
≤ α ≤ 2π
3
0 if
2π
3
≤ α,
where z2 is extended such that it is an odd function. This corresponds to the numerical scenario
given in [17]. A first attempt is to compute the normal velocity of the curve in a nonrigorous way
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using the integral representations in (16) and (17) and the trapezoidal rule with an equispaced
grid for several points around the point with vertical tangent. In Figure 4 (inset), we plot it for
the two scenarios (confined and non confined), both scaled by a factor 1/100. We can observe
that the velocity denoted by squares, which corresponds to the confined case, will make the curve
develop a turning singularity, where the dotted one (non-confined case) will force the curve to
stay in the stable regime.
In order to validate the sign, we split each of IApos and I
A
neg into three pieces, each correspond-
ing to a different piece of the piecewise defined z2 in which z2(α) is not identically 0.
In the second and third pieces, the integrand is analytic and we can apply Simpson’s rule on
a uniform (equispaced) mesh η0 < η1 < . . . < ηN+1 for the computation of the integrals:
∫ b
a
f(η)dη ∈
N∑
i=0
∫ ηi+1
ηi
f(η)dη =
N∑
i=0
(ηi+1 − ηi)
6
(
f(ηi) + f(ηi+1) + 4f
(
ηi + ηi+1
2
))
− 1
2880
(ηi+1 − ηi)5f4([ηi, ηi+1]).
The first piece needs special care since the integrand is of type 00 when α goes to zero. We
should remark that the function is integrable: the numerator is O(α6) and the denominator is
O(α4) when expanded both around α = 0 in the two problematic cases, namely IApos and the
first summand of IAneg. We further split the integral into two pieces, one ranging from 0 to ε
and another from ε to π3 . In the validation of the theorem, the choice of the constant ε equal to
1
128 was enough. The integrand of the second piece is analytic and is calculated as before, while
for the first piece we expand both the numerator and the denominator and cancel out the extra
factors α. In our case this means (for IApos):
∫ ε
0
∂αz1(α) sin(z1(α)) sinh(z2(α))
(cosh(z2(α)) − cos(z1(α)))2 dα ≡
∫ ε
0
N (α)
D(α) dα ∈
∫ ε
0
∑5
i=0 aiα
i + 16!∂
6
αN ([0, ε])α6∑3
j=0 bjα
j + 14!∂
4
αD([0, ε])α4
dα.
Since a0, . . . , a5, b0, . . . , b3 are zero, we get
∫ ε
0
N (α)
D(α) dα ∈
∫ ε
0
4!
6!
α2∂6αN ([0, ε])
∂4αD([0, ε])
dα ⊂ ε
3
3
1
30
∂6αN ([0, ε])
∂4αD([0, ε])
. (22)
The code is flexible so that N can be specified by the user of the program. One can see that
for small values of N , the intervals in which the value of IApos, I
A
neg are enclosed are not small
enough such that 0 does not belong to them, needing further precision. However, for N = 8192
the grid is fine enough to check conditions (21). The calculations for N = 8192 can be found in
Table 1.
Quantity Enclosure
IApos 0.0212172
1922
7301
IAneg −0.013681973451981
Table 1: Results of Theorem 1.
The computation took 2.96 seconds on an Intel i5 processor with 4 GB of RAM. Choosing
as initial data a sufficiently close analytic perturbation of z2 finishes the theorem.
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Corollary 1 follows:
Proof. Take the same curve as before and define the initial amplitude for the vorticity as
∂αz2(α, 0). With these initial data we have a solution (z,̟) of the water waves problem (5) and
we obtain the result (see [9] for more details).
4.2 The inhomogeneous, unconfined case
In this section we prove the existence of turning waves for a physical parameter region bigger
than the one in [2]. In both proofs, we consider curves z(α) = (z1(α), z2(α)) such that:
1. zi are analytic, odd functions.
2. ∂αz1(α) > 0,∀α 6= 0, ∂αz1(0) = 0, and ∂αz2(0) > 0.
3. |z2(α)| < h2.
Proof of Theorem 2. In this case, the question whether the interface turns over or not is reduced
to find a negative sign (resp. positive) of
∂αz2(0)
(∫ π
0
∂αz1(β) sin(z1(β)) sinh(z2(β))
(cosh(z2(β)) − cos(z1(β)))2 dβ
+
1
4π
∫ π
0
(ωB(β) + ωB(−β))(−1 + cosh(h2) cos(β))
(cosh(h2)− cos(β))2 dβ
)
, (23)
where ωB is
ωB(β) = K
∫ π
−π
sin(β − z1(γ))∂αz1(γ)
cosh(h2 + z2(γ))− cos(β − z1(γ))dγ (24)
and we assume ρ¯ = 12 . We refer to [2] for the computations leading to these expressions. Plugging
(24) into (23) we have to compute
IB ≡ ∂αz2(0)
(∫ π
0
∂αz1(β) sin(z1(β)) sinh(z2(β))
(cosh(z2(β))− cos(z1(β)))2 dβ
+
K
4π
∫ π
0
∫ π
−π
sin(β − z1(γ))∂αz1(γ)(−1 + cosh(h2) cos(β))
(cosh(h2)− cos(β))2
×
(
1
cosh(h2 + z2(γ))− cos(β − z1(γ)) +
1
cosh(h2 + z2(γ))− cos(−β − z1(γ))
)
dβdγ
)
≡ IB1 + IB2 . (25)
We remark that the integrand of the 2D integral above is regular (does not even have an
indetermination such as the 1D one) since we are assuming that |z2(α)| < h2. We calculate
IB1 as in the first case. However, the choice of a uniform grid in I
B
2 leads to high execution
times or low precision. In order to ameliorate the performance of the algorithm, we perform the
integration using an adaptive algorithm. We will start with the full domain [0, π]× [−π, π] and
in each iteration we will use a 2D Simpson’s rule.
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∫ b
a
∫ d
c
f(x, y)dxdy ∈ (b− a)(d− c)
36
(
16f
(
a+ b
2
,
c+ d
2
)
+ 4
(
f
(
a,
c+ d
2
)
+ f
(
b,
c+ d
2
)
+ f
(
a+ b
2
, c
)
+ f
(
a+ b
2
, d
))
+ (f (b, c) + f (b, d) + f (a, c) + f (a, d))
)
− (b− a)(d− c)
2880
(
(b− a)4∂4xf ([a, b], [c, d]) + (d− c)4∂4yf ([a, b], [c, d])
)
.
If the result meets some tolerance requirements in the form of having absolute or relative
(with respect to the volume of the integration region - see Tables 2,3 for the values used)
width smaller than two constants (AbsTol and RelTol) we will save it and add it to the total.
Otherwise, we bisect our domain by the midpoint in each of the two directions and call the
integrator again with the new 4 subdomains recursively. We also keep track of the number of
calls to the integrator and limit the depth of the levels of splitting in order to prevent infinite
loops or stack overflows because of too stringent tolerances, but this was not necessary for the
parameters specified below.
In order to prove the theorem we will take the following curves defined for α ∈ [−π, π] and
extended periodically in the horizontal variable.
z1(α) = α− sin(α),
z2(α) =


sin(3α)
3
− sin(α)
(
e−(α+2)
2
+ e−(α−2)
2
)
in case (a).
sin(2α)
2
− 2
3
sin(α)
(
e−(α+2)
2
+ e−(α−2)
2
)
in case (b).
sin(2α)
1.4
− 0.5 sin(α)
(
e−(α+2)
2
+ e−(α−2)
2
)
in case (c).
After running the program with the previous data we get the results summarized in Table
2. This shows the theorem.
Quantity (a) (b) (c)
IB1 −0.791070036993 0.12431251926103 −0.18051960145579
IB2 −0.12703437699367 −0.141454941422 −0.212781881946
IB −0.91810440636 −0.017142420161 −0.39330152390
Runtime (sec) 6.10 4.98 6.25
Number of calls 7305 5677 6405
N 8192
(RelTol,AbsTol) (10−5, 10−5)
(K, h2) (1, π2 )
Table 2: Results of Theorem 2.
Notice that since IB is linear in K, it will change sign at most once. Together with the
values at K = {−1, 0, 1}, it guarantees existence and uniqueness of K∗. We should remark that
although K = ±1 are not physical, they are meaningful by understanding them in the sense of
the appropriate limit.
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Proof of Theorem 3. Let us assume ρ¯ = 12 . The turning or not (for a short enough time) for the
flat at infinity case can be shown to be equivalent [2] to finding a sign of
IC ≡ ∂αz2(0)
(
P.V.
∫ ∞
0
4∂αz1(β)z1(β)z2(β)
((z1(β))2 + (z2(β))2)2
− 1
2π
(ωC(β) + ωC(−β))β2
(β2 + h22)
2
dβ
)
, (26)
where ωC is defined by
ωC(β) = 2KP.V.
∫ ∞
−∞
(h2 + z2(γ))∂αz2(γ)
(h2 + z2(γ))2 + (β − z1(γ))2 dγ. (27)
Plugging (27) into (26) we have to compute
IC ≡ ∂αz2(0)
(
4P.V.
∫ ∞
0
∂αz1(β)z1(β)z2(β)
((z1(β))2 + (z2(β))2)2
dβ − K
π
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
−∞
(h2 + z2(γ))∂αz2(γ)β
2
(β2 + h22)
2
×
(
1
(h2 + z2(γ))2 + (β − z1(γ))2 +
1
(h2 + z2(γ))2 + (−β − z1(γ))2
)
dβdγ
)
≡ IC1 + IC2 .
(28)
Again, we compute IC1 as in Theorem 1. It is important to notice that we are now integrating
IC2 in an unbounded region. Even in the case that z2 has compact support and the integral in
γ is different than zero in a compact set, the integral in β cannot be reduced to integrate in a
bounded region. Therefore, we split IC2 into a bounded part and an unbounded one. We now
explain how to deal with the latter since the former is computed as in the previous Theorem.
We want to bound
IC2,ub ≡ −
K
π
∂αz2(0)
∫ ∞
M
∫ π
−π
(h2 + z2(γ))∂αz2(γ)β
2
(β2 + h22)
2
(
1
(h2 + z2(γ))2 + (β − z1(γ))2
+
1
(h2 + z2(γ))2 + (−β − z1(γ))2
)
dγdβ
and we will take the following curves:
z1(α) = α− sin(α)e−Kα2 , K = 10−2,
z2(α) =


(
sin(3α)
3
− sin(α)
(
e−(α+2)
2
+ e−(α−2)
2
))
1{|α|≤π} in case (a).(
sin(2α)
2
− 0.85 sin(α)
(
e−(α+2)
2
+ e−(α−2)
2
))
1{|α|≤π} in case (b).(
sin(2α)
1.8
− 0.7 sin(α)
(
e−(α+2)
2
+ e−(α−2)
2
))
1{|α|≤π} in case (c).
We will provide bounds for IC2,ub in this way:
|IC2,ub| ≤
|K|
π
|∂αz2(0)|
∫ ∞
M
β2
(β2 + h22)
2
dβ
∫ π
−π
( |h2 + z2(γ)||∂αz2(γ)|
(h2 + z2(γ))2 + (β − z1(γ))2
+
|h2 + z2(γ)||∂αz2(γ)|
(h2 + z2(γ))2 + (−β − z1(γ))2
)
dγ (29)
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and let
G(β) ≡ |K|
π
∫ π
−π
( |h2 + z2(γ)||∂αz2(γ)|
(h2 + z2(γ))2 + (β − z1(γ))2 +
|h2 + z2(γ)||∂αz2(γ)|
(h2 + z2(γ))2 + (−β − z1(γ))2
)
dγ.
It is easy to check that G(β) is monotone in β for β larger than ‖z1‖L∞(−π,π). Indeed,
G(β) ≤ G(M), if we take M = 14π,
which is our choice ofM for the computer verification. Plugging this relation into (29) we obtain
|IC2,ub| ≤ |∂αz2(0)|G(M)
∫ ∞
M
β2
(β2 + h22)
2
dβ
= |∂αz2(0)|G(M)
(
π
4h2
− 1
h2
arctan
(
M
h2
)
+
M
2(h22 +M
2)
)
. (30)
Thus, we are left to compute rigorous bounds for G. Let us denote by
IG(β, γ) =
|K|
π
( |h2 + z2(γ)||∂αz2(γ)|
(h2 + z2(γ))2 + (β − z1(γ))2 +
|h2 + z2(γ)||∂αz2(γ)|
(h2 + z2(γ))2 + (−β − z1(γ))2
)
(31)
the integrand of G. That means
G(β) =
∫ π
−π
IG(β, γ)dγ.
We perform the following integration scheme:
∫ γi+1
γi
IG(β, γ)dγ =


IG(β, [γi, γi+1])(γi+1 − γi) if 0 ∈ IG(β, [γi, γi+1])
(γi+1−γi)
6
(
IG(β, γi) + IG(β, γi+1) + 4IG
(
β,
γi+γi+1
2
))
− 12880(γi+1 − γi)5∂4γIG(β, [γi, γi+1]) otherwise
in which we apply a Simpson rule for the case where the integrand is smooth, otherwise we take
the full interval that results in evaluating the integrand in the whole integration interval. We
perform the integration in γ over a uniform mesh −π = γ0 < γ1 < . . . < γN2 = π, γi = −π+ 2πN2 i.
Therefore, adding all the contributions
G(M) =
N2−1∑
i=0
∫ γi+1
γi
IG(M,γ)dγ,
we get the desired bound on T . The variable N2 is user-specified in our program. The results
are summarized in Table 3. These prove the Theorem.
Again, as in the previous Theorem, IC is linear in K and by the same reasoning, we have
existence and uniqueness of K∗.
Remark 4 Notice our choice of the numerical parameters N,N2,M is not optimal. Smaller
parameters might also work, however, as the time required to compute the intervals is not very
long, we didn’t try to optimize in terms of choosing different values of N,N2,M . In Theorem
4, where the computational costs are higher, we integrate in an adaptive way without fixing the
number of points.
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Quantity (a) (b) (c)
IC1 −0.74564013370299 0.0014719722074 −0.008719198541782
|IC2,ub| 0.000000002668 0.000000002697 0.000000003183
IC2 − IC2,ub −0.02068413465 −0.01168873785 −0.00995565855
IC −0.766350959599 −0.01024409879 −0.01870672728
Runtime (sec) 6.96 8.30 8.11
Number of calls 9205 9177 8805
(N,N2) (8192,256)
(RelTol,AbsTol) (10−5, 10−5)
(K, h2) (1, π2 )
Table 3: Results of Theorem 3
4.3 The inhomogeneous, confined case
In this subsection we will detail the refinements and technical details that led to the bifurcation
diagram shown in Figure 6, which illustrates Theorem 4.
4.3.1 Dimension reduction by complex integration
In [2] the existence of turning singularities is proved by a continuity argument for the full problem
(16). Here we obtain these turning waves for the full range |K| < 1. We will write the equation
for the velocity in a more suitable way by calculating explicitly some of the integrals using
complex integration. We remark that we are transforming an a priori 4-dimensional problem
into a 2-dimensional one, dramatically reducing the resources needed for its computation. We
will denote the complex argument function, i.e. the function that given a complex number
returns its phase, by arg(z) and consider the branch that takes values in [−π, π). We start with
some useful Lemmas whose proof (similar to the proof of Lemma 1) we omit for the sake of
brevity:
Lemma 2. We have, for −1 < d < 1, c, y ∈ R:
∫
R
cos(yξ)dξ
cosh(c− ξ) + d = −
2π√
1− d2
cos(yc) sinh(y arg(−d+√1− d2i)− yπ)
sinh(πy)
.
Lemma 3. We have, for −1 < d < 1, b, c, y ∈ R:
∫
R
cos(y(ξ + c))(− cosh(ξ) cos(h2) + b)dξ
(cosh(ξ) + d)2
=
2π
sinh(πy)
(
y cosh(y · arg(−d+ i√1− d2)− πy) cos(cy)(d cos(h2) + b)
1− d2
+
sinh
(
y · arg(−d+ i√1− d2)− πy
)
cos(cy) (cos(h2) + db)
(
√
1− d2)3

 .
Lemma 4. We have, for 0 < a < π ≤ c, b ∈ R∫
R
cos(yb) sinh(ay)
sinh(cy)
dy =
π
c
sin
(
π
c
a
)
cos
(
π
c
a
)
+ cosh
(
π
c
b
) .
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Proof. Using classical trigonometric identities, we have,
cos(yb) sinh(ay) =
1
2
[sinh(ay − iby) + sinh(ay + iby)] ,
so, we need to compute the integral
Iss =
∫
R
sinh(wy)
sinh(cy)
dy,
for the appropriate w. We use complex integration and the Residue Theorem. We consider the
y=pi/c
y=3pi/(2c)
RR dd- -
Figure 5: Contour of integration.
contour given by C1 = ∪iΓi and by R1 the interior region delimited by C1, where
Γ1 =
{
z = x+
3
2
π
c
i, x ∈ (−R,R)
}
, Γ2 = {z = x, x ∈ (−R,−δ) ∪ (δ,R)},
Γ3 = {z = δeiθ, θ ∈ (0, π)},Γ4 =
{
z = ±R+ iy, y ∈ (0, 3
2
π
c
)
}
.
Since c > a and b only deals with oscillations with bounded amplitude, we have
lim
R→∞
∫
Γ4
sinh(wz)
sinh(cz)
dz = 0,
lim
δ→0
∫
Γ3
sinh(wz)
sinh(cz)
dz ≤ lim
δ→0
Cδ = 0.
Thus, we are left with
lim
δ→0,R→∞
∫
C1
sinh(wz)
sinh(cz)
dz =
∫ ∞
−∞
sinh(wy)
sinh(cy)
dy +
∫ ∞
−∞
sinh
(
wy + w 32
π
c
i
)
i cosh(cy)
dy = 2πiResss,
where
Resss =
∑
ξ∈R1,ξ poles
Res
(
sinh(wz)
sinh(cz)
, ξ
)
= −sinh
(
wπ
c
i
)
c
.
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We need to compute a helpful integral
Icc =
∫ ∞
−∞
cosh(wy)
cosh(cy)
dy.
We define the contour C2 as the boundary of the rectangle R2 = [−R,R]× [0, πc ]. We get∫
C2
cosh(wz)
cosh(cz)
dz =
∫ ∞
−∞
cosh(wy)
cosh(cy)
dy +
∫ ∞
−∞
cosh
(
wy + wπ
c
i
)
cosh(cy)
dy = 2πiRescc,
where
Rescc =
∑
ξ∈R2,ξ poles
Res
(
cosh(wz)
cosh(cz)
, ξ
)
= −cosh
(
wπ
2c i
)
ci
.
Using trigonometric identities, we obtain
(
1 + cos
(
w
π
c
))
Icc + i sin
(
w
π
c
)∫ ∞
−∞
sinh (wy)
cosh(cy)
dy = 2πiRescc.
Therefore, using the oddness of the second integrand,
Icc =
2π
c
cosh
(
wπi
2c
)
1 + cos
(
wπ
c
) = π
c
1
cos
(
w π2c
) .
Inserting this value in the previous expression for Iss, we obtain
Iss + sin
(
w
3π
2c
)
Icc = 2πi
sinh
(
wπi
c
)
−c =
2π sin
(
wπ
c
)
c
,
thus,
Iss =
π
c
tan
(
w
π
2c
)
.
Finally,
∫
R
cos(yb) sinh(ay)
sinh(cy)
dy =
π
2c
(
tan
(
(a− ib) π
2c
)
+ tan
(
(a+ ib)
π
2c
))
=
π
c
sin
(
π
c
a
)
cos
(
π
c
a
)
+ cosh
(
π
c
b
) .
Then, according to Lemmas 2 and 3, we have
∫
R
cos(yξ)dξ
cosh(−β − z1(γ)− ξ)− cos(h2 + z2(γ))
=
2π
sin(h2 + z2(γ))
cos(y(β + z1(γ))) sinh(y(π − h2 − z2(γ)))
sinh(πy)
(32)
and∫
R
cos(yξ)dξ
cosh(−β − z1(γ)− ξ) + cos(h2 − z2(γ))
=
2π
sin(h2 − z2(γ))
cos(y(β + z1(γ))) sinh(y(h2 − z2(γ)))
sinh(πy)
, (33)
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∫
R
cos(y(β + z1(γ)))(− cosh(β) cos(h2) + 1)dβ
(cosh(β)− cos(h2))2 = 2π
y cosh(y(π − h2)) cos(z1(γ)y)
sinh(πy)
(34)
and∫
R
cos(y(β + z1(γ)))(− cosh(β) cos(h2)− cos2(h2) + sin2(h2))dβ
(cosh(β) + cos(h2))2
=
2π cos(z1(γ)y)
sinh(πy)
(
y cosh(yh2)− 2 sinh (yh2)
tan(h2)
)
. (35)
In particular, using Lemma 4,∫
R
cos(y(β + z1(γ))) sinh((π − h2 − z2(γ))y)
sinh(πy)
dy
=
sin (π − h2 − z2(γ))
cos (π − h2 − z2(γ)) + cosh (β + z1(γ))
=
sin (h2 + z2(γ))
− cos (h2 + z2(γ)) + cosh (β + z1(γ)) , (36)
and∫
R
cos(y(β + z1(γ))) sinh((−h2 + z2(γ))y)
sinh(πy)
dy =
sin (−h2 + z2(γ))
cos (−h2 + z2(γ)) + cosh (β + z1(γ)) . (37)
We proceed now to calculate ∂αv1(0). We fix ρ¯ = 1. Then, the appropriate expression is
∂αv1(0) = ∂t∂αz1(0) = I1 + I2,
where
I1 = 2∂αz2(0)
∫ ∞
0
∂αz1(β) sinh(z1(β)) sin(z2(β))
(cosh(z1(β)) − cos(z2(β)))2
+
∂αz1(β) sinh(z1(β)) sin(z2(β))
(cosh(z1(β)) + cos(z2(β)))
2 dβ,
and
I2 =
∂αz2(0)
4π
P.V.
∫
R
̟2(−β)(− cosh(β) cos(h2) + 1)
(cosh(β)− cos(h2))2 dβ
+
∂αz2(0)
4π
P.V.
∫
R
̟2(−β)(− cosh(β) cos(h2)− cos2(h2) + sin2(h2))
(cosh(β) + cos(h2))2
dβ,
where ̟2 is given in (15). Now we use Lemmas 2 and 3 to compute explicitly some of the
integrals in I2. Notice that the space is σ−finite and, taking the absolute value, we can apply
Tonelli-Fubini Theorem. First, we integrate in ξ using (32) and (33), and by Lemma 4 and
equations (36) and (37), we obtain
I2 =
∂αz2(0)K
2π
[
P.V.
∫
R
∫
R
P.V.
∫
R
∂αz2(γ) sinh(y(π−h2−z2(γ)))
sinh(πy)+K sinh(2h2y) cos(y(β + z1(γ)))
(cosh(β)− cos(h2))2(− cosh(β) cos(h2) + 1)−1 dydγdβ
+ P.V.
∫
R
∫
R
P.V.
∫
R
∂αz2(γ) sinh(y(π−h2−z2(γ)))
sinh(πy)+K sinh(2h2y) cos(y(β + z1(γ)))
(cosh(β) + cos(h2))2(− cosh(β) cos(h2)− cos(2h2))−1 dydγdβ
+ P.V.
∫
R
∫
R
P.V.
∫
R
∂αz2(γ) sinh(y(h2−z2(γ)))
sinh(πy)+K sinh(2h2y) cos(y(β + z1(γ)))
(cosh(β)− cos(h2))2(− cosh(β) cos(h2) + 1)−1 dydγdβ
+ P.V.
∫
R
∫
R
P.V.
∫
R
∂αz2(γ) sinh(y(h2−z2(γ)))
sinh(πy)+K sinh(2h2y) cos(y(β + z1(γ)))
(cosh(β) + cos(h2))2(− cosh(β) cos(h2)− cos(2h2))−1 dydγdβ
]
.
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Now we integrate in β using (34) and (35):
I2 = ∂αz2(0)K
∫
R
P.V.
∫
R
∂αz2(γ) cos(yz1(γ))
(sinh(πy) +K sinh(2h2y)) sinh(πy)
× (sinh(y(π − h2 − z2(γ))) + sinh(y(h2 − z2(γ))))
×
(
y cosh(y(π − h2)) + y cosh(yh2)− 2 sinh(yh2)
tan(h2)
)
dγdy.
Using the oddness of zi, we obtain
I2 = 4∂αz2(0)K
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
∂αz2(γ) cos(yz1(γ))
(sinh(πy) +K sinh(2h2y)) sinh(πy)
×
(
2 sinh
(
y
π
2
)
cosh (yz2(γ)) cosh
(
y
(π
2
− h2
)))
×
(
y cosh(y(π − h2)) + y cosh(yh2)− 2 sinh(yh2)
tan(h2)
)
dγdy,
and, using trigonometrical identities, we get the final expression
I2 = 4∂αz2(0)K
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
∂αz2(γ) cos(z1(γ)y)
(sinh(πy) +K sinh(2h2y)) cosh
(
y π2
)
×
(
2y cosh
(yπ
2
− yh2
)
cosh
(yπ
2
)
− 2 sinh (yh2)
tan(h2)
)
× cosh (yz2(γ)) cosh
(
y
(π
2
− h2
))
dγdy.
4.3.2 Technical details concerning Theorem 4(a)
The first four statements of Theorem 4 can be deduced from Figure 6. In this section, we
explain the algorithms and the technical details that led us to the rigorous computation of the
bifurcation diagram.
We have been more careful in the optimization of the codes concerning the diagram since
we were expecting a higher computation time. However, the possibility of parallelization did
not force us to optimize up to a very low level, just to simply maintain the correct complexity
of the code. The implementation is now split into several files, and many of the headers of the
functions (such as the integration methods) contain pointers to functions (the integrands) so
that they can be reused for an arbitrary amount of integrals with minimal changes and easy and
safe debugging.
The initial condition family we used for the bifurcation diagram was
z1(α) = α− sin(α)e−Kα2 , K = 10−4
z2(α) = h2
3
π
(
sin(3α)
3
− sin(α)
2.5
(
e−(α+2)
2
+ e−(α−2)
2
))
1{|α|≤π}. (38)
It is easy to check that z is odd, z1(α) is strictly monotone except at α = 0, ∂αz2(0) > 0 and
|z2| < h2. A more precise bound is given in Lemma 5. We will compute the bifurcation diagram
in the region (h2,K) =
[
1
4 ,
5
4
]× [−1, 1].
The algorithm for the computation of the bifurcation diagram is as follows: we define a struc-
ture called ParameterSet, which encapsulates all the necessary information about the param-
eters and the information needed by the integration procedures in order to compute ∂αv1(0, 0)
for those parameters. More precisely, a ParameterSet contains:
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• Two intervals, Left and Right, which set the limits for the bounded, singularity and
unbounded regions (i.e. singularity = [0,Left], bounded = [Left,Right], unbounded =
[Right,∞), whenever they make sense). In our proof, Left = 0.125, Right = 16.125.
• Two doubles, AbsTol and RelTol, which limit the precision up to which the integrals
are computed. In our proof, AbsTol = RelTol = 10−5.
• Two intervals, h2 and Kappa, which are the rectangle in the parameter space we are
calculating.
We mantain a queue (implemented using the Standard Template Library (STL) Queue), in
which we store all the ParameterSets to be computed. While the queue is not empty, we take
the top element, pop it and give an enclosure of ∂αv1(0, 0) for this region. Three different cases
arise:
• The enclosure is positive.
• The enclosure is negative.
• We can not say anything about its positivity.
In both the first two cases, the result is output to its corresponding file (one for the regions
for which there is a turning singularity, another for the ones for which there is not). If, on the
contrary, we are in the third case, the ParameterSet is split into other narrower ParameterSets
which are pushed in the queue. This splitting is only done if the dimensions (both in h2 and
K) are bigger than a given limit, which in our case was set to 5 · 10−3 for the 2 parameters.
Moreover, the splitting is not done in a uniform way. We found heuristically that a splitting
that cut in 4 in the h2-dimension and in 2 in the K-dimension balanced the width of I1 and I2.
If the parameter interval is too narrow, we output the result to a third file, which accounts for
the unknown regions.
I1 is split into two parts as in the discussion from Subsection 4.2: a bounded one and a
singularity one. The bounded part is calculated using a Gauss-Legendre quadrature of order 2,
given by
∫ b
a
f(η)dη ∈ b− a
2
(
f
(
b− a
2
√
3
3
+
b+ a
2
)
+f
(
−b− a
2
√
3
3
+
b+ a
2
))
+
1
4320
(b− a)5f4([a, b]).
Other quadratures of several orders (Gauss-Legendre, Newton-Cotes) were tested and they
resulted either in worse results or similar results but worse runtime performance. Moreover,
the integration was done in an adaptive way. For each region, we accepted or rejected the
result depending on the width in an absolute and a relative way. It is important to notice that
because of the uncertainty of the parameters, division by zero is easy to find, even in small
integration intervals. In such cases, bisection in the parameter space is needed. We developed
extra mechanisms to take care of these cases and discard a ParameterSet once a division by zero
is found.
The number of levels of subdivision was also limited, since the uncertainty of the parameters
might yield wide enclosures of the integral even with infinite precision. In our case, the maximum
number of subdivisions for a non-singular one-dimensional integral was 18, totaling a maximum
number of subintervals equal to 218, which can be carried out roughly under 90 seconds. Another
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feature of the integration method is that instead of subdividing the integration intervals by the
midpoint (in other words, by the arithmetic mean of the endpoints), we subdivided by the
geometric mean of the endpoints. While the arithmetic division minimizes the length of the
longest piece after the division, the geometric one minimizes the piece with the biggest ratio
between its endpoints. This can be particularly useful in many cases: for example in order
to avoid divisions by zero for integrands of the type 1sinh(ay)−sinh(by) , which is the case of I2.
However, the geometric division also performs better for I1 and we bisect using that method.
The singular part of I1 was also integrated and not bounded as in the previous sections. In
this case, the algorithm works as follows: we perform Taylor series of order 6 and 4 respectively
of the numerator and the denominator and integrate as in (22). Potentially this could fail
because the uncertainty in h2 (and therefore in z2) could yield a Taylor series in which 0 belongs
to ∂4αD([0, ε]). Whenever this happens, we try to integrate using a Gauss-Legendre quadrature
of order 2. The integration division is in this case arithmetic since 0 belongs to our integration
domain. The maximum subdivision level was set to 12 (212 intervals). If even the Gauss-Legendre
quadrature fails, then we return an error and bisect in the space of parameters.
We note that both the singular and the bounded part of I1 are independent of K. For perfor-
mance purposes, we kept two STL Map<ParameterSet,Interval,ComparisonFunction>,
with a ComparisonFunction that only sorts by h2 so that for a ParameterSet, we check if we
have calculated the values of I1 for that h2 before. If not, once we calculate them we store them
in the map.
Regarding I2, we divide it into three regions: singularity, bounded and unbounded. The
bounded region is calculated using a 2 dimensional Gauss-Legendre quadrature and geometric
division of the subintervals. Here it is clear the need of this subdivision because we want to
avoid division by zero and
0 ∈ sinh(πY )− sinh(2h2Y )⇔ sup(Y )
inf(Y )
≥ π
2h2
,
so the objective is to keep the quotient sup(I)inf(I) as small as possible for every integration interval I.
The maximum number of subdivision levels was set to 8 (216 rectangles) and the computation
time of the bounded part of I2 was well under the 2 minute mark.
For the singularity part, we took the intersection between the interval computed by Gauss-
Legendre integration and Taylor expansions (in this case, the expansion is of order 1 in both
the numerator and the denominator). The maximum number of subdivision levels was 7 (214
rectangles).
We end the discussion with the estimations of the unbounded region
Iub2 = 4∂αz2(0)|K|
∫ ∞
M
(∫ π
0
∣∣∣∣ ∂αz2(γ) cos(z1(γ)y)(sinh(πy) +K sinh(2h2y)) cosh (y π2 )
×
(
2y cosh
(yπ
2
− yh2
)
cosh
(yπ
2
)
− 2 sinh (yh2)
tan(h2)
)
× cosh (yz2(γ)) cosh
(
y
(π
2
− h2
)) ∣∣∣∣dγ
)
dy.
We will bound the tails using the following inequalities, which are very easy to check,
1
2
ex ≤ cosh(x) ≤ ex
1
4
ex ≤ sinh(x) ≤ 1
2
ex, x ≥ log(2).
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Now we can show the following naive bounds
4 cosh (yz2(γ)) cosh
(
y
(π
2
− h2
))
≤ 4e−y(h2−pi2−‖z2‖L∞)∣∣∣∣∣∣
2y cosh
(
yπ
2 − yh2
)
cosh
(
yπ
2
)− 2 sinh(yh2)tan(h2)
cosh
(
y π2
)
∣∣∣∣∣∣ ≤ 2ey(
pi
2
−h2)y + 2
ey(h2−
pi
2 )
tan (h2)
.
For the last factor, we distinguish two cases:
1
(sinh(πy) +K sinh(2h2y)) ≤


2e−πy
1− e−2πM , if K ≥ 0
e−πy
2
1− e−2πM − |K|e−M(π−2h2) , if K < 0


≡ e−πyC(M,K, h2), (39)
where we have used
1
sinh(πy)
=
2
eπy − e−πy = e
−πy 2
1− e−2πy ≤ e
−πy 2
1− e−2πM .
Putting all the estimates together, we need to integrate in y and we get
8max
K,h2
{C(M,K, h2)}
∫ ∞
M
(
e−y(π−‖z2‖L∞)
tan(h2)
+ e−y(2h2−‖z2‖L∞ )y
)
dy
=8max
K,h2
{C(M,K, h2)} e
−M(π−‖z2‖L∞ )
tan(h2) (π − ‖z2‖L∞)
+8max
K,h2
{C(M,K, h2)}e
−M(2h2−‖z2‖L∞ )
2h2 − ‖z2‖L∞
(
M +
1
2h2 − ‖z2‖L∞
)
Finally, we can bound ‖z2‖L∞ in terms of h2 in the following way:
Lemma 5. Let z2(α) be
z2(α) =
3
π
(
sin(3α)
3
− sin(α)
2.5
(
e−(α+2)
2
+ e−(α−2)
2
))
1{|α|≤π}
Then ‖z2‖L∞ < 0.65.
Proof. The proof is computer-assisted and the code can be found in the supplementary material.
The algorithm is the classical branch and bound [27]: given an interval I we first compute an
enclosure z2(I). If the diameter is not small enough (smaller than a given tolerance), we split I
into IL, IR such that I ⊂ IL ∪ IR and call the same function to get their L∞ norms recursively.
We merge the results using that
‖z2‖L∞(I) ⊂ max
{
‖z2‖L∞(IL), ‖z2‖L∞(IR)
}
,
where the max operation between intervals was defined in (6). For a tolerance equal to 2 · 10−6,
our program outputs the following bound:
‖z2‖L∞ ∈ 0.6462732394666 .
This proves the Lemma.
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Thus, we can bound the contribution of the unbounded part Iub2 by
∂αz2(0)|K|
∫ π
0
|∂γz2(γ)|dγ
(
8max
K,h2
{C(M,K, h2)} e
−M(π−0.65h2)
tan(h2) (π − 0.65h2)
+ 8max
K,h2
{C(M,K, h2)}e
−M(1.35h2)
1.35h2
(
M +
1
1.35h2
))
.
For the computation of the integral of |∂γz2|, we note that this integral is linear in h2 (since
it is linear in z2) and we use an unnormalized version of z2, namely
z2
h2
and multiply by h2 at
the end. This narrows the resulting interval.
We computed the bifurcation diagram depicted in Figure 6. We could give an answer re-
garding the question of turning or not to 97.14% of the parameter space. 53.23% of the space
turned (red) and 43.91% did not turn (yellow). The remaining 2.86% is painted in white. The
computation was done in parallel (every core was allocated an initial region) over 8 cores. The
division along the cores was made in such a way that core i = 1, . . . , 8 started to compute the
region
[
1
4 ,
5
4
] × [−1 + i−14 ,−1 + i4]. The average runtime was about 30 hours per core, and a
total of 5960 rectangles were calculated (an average of 2.5 minutes per rectangle): 8 of the first
generation, 64 of the second, 512 of the third, 1880 of the fourth and 3496 of the fifth, out of
which 1871 gave a positive result (not turning), 2407 gave a negative (turning) and the rest did
not give an answer to the sign and were subdivided or output to a file depending on their width.
4.3.3 Technical details concerning Theorem 4(b)
We want to invoke the Implicit Function Theorem. Thus, we have to check that
d
dK∂t∂αz1(0, 0) 6= 0 for points (h2,K) such that ∂t∂αz1(0, 0) = 0.
In particular, we have to check the previous condition in an open set containing the white region
in Figure 6. We compute
DI2 ≡ d
dK∂t∂αz1(0, 0) = 4∂αz2(0)
∫ ∞
0
∫ ∞
0
sinh(πy)∂αz2(γ) cos(z1(γ)y)
(sinh(πy) +K sinh(2h2y))2 cosh
(
y π2
)
×
(
2y cosh
(yπ
2
− yh2
)
cosh
(yπ
2
)
− 2 sinh (yh2)
tan(h2)
)
× cosh (yz2(γ)) cosh
(
y
(π
2
− h2
))
dγdy.
As in Theorem 4(a), we divide the integral into three diferent regions: singularity, bounded
and unbounded, which are calculated in the same way as for the previous Theorem. All what is
left is to estimate the tails.
Using (39), we have
sinh(πy)
sinh(πy) +K sinh(2h2y) ≤ sinh(πy)e
−πyC(M,K, h2) ≤ C(M,K, h2)
2
.
With the previous estimates we have that the tail contribution can be bounded by
∂αz2(0)
∫ π
0
|∂γz2(γ)|dγ
(
4max
K,h2
{C(M,K, h2)}2 e
−M(π−0.65h2)
tan(h2) (π − 0.65h2)
+ 4max
K,h2
{C(M,K, h2)}2 e
−M(1.35h2)
1.35h2
(
M +
1
1.35h2
))
.
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Figure 6: Bifurcation diagram corresponding to the phenomenon of turning/not turning for the
initial condition given by the family of curves (38). Yellow (lighter color): not turning, red
(darker color): turning.
Again, the computation was split among 8 cores, which took as input the intervals output
as “unknown” in Theorem 4(a) and ran for about 4 hours. All of them verified a negative sign
for DI2 in those intervals, without needing to split them into further subintervals.
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